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~T might be expected that Greeks would, of all nations, be most
likely to connect every subject of thought with poetry. Their

keen eye for beauty, which they almost made their standard of
excellence in other matters than those with which we connect it,
would lead us to look for poets in very high places in Plato's
Republic. But they are first placed under stringent restrictions,
and at last even turned out. This seems to require explanation,
and has received much of it. In fact, poetry was then occupying
a very important part in Greek life and culture, as is evident from
the attention paid to it by its great opponents. The ideal theory
is itself poetical; and the dramatic form of Plato's dialogues testi
fies to his natural tendencies. Homer's poems were a kind of
revelation to the Greeks; the ordinary Athenian derived all his
theology from them, or from works of his imitators, who did not
always make his teaching less objectionable to a pure moralist.
There are critics even now who complain whenever a poem is pub
lished, which contains moral doctrines from which they shrink: we
do not call them altogether wrong; and, if we drew our ideas of
morality from poetry, they would have a standing-ground from

which it would be hard to drive them. Homer's doctrines do not
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appear so monstrous to us, because to us they are not doctrines at
all: but Plato saw the common people, who were unable to pursue
the Idett of Good, looking on this mass of legends as most sacred
and trustworthy history. Socrates had been accused of denying
the popular gods; and what were these but Homer's gods 1 It is
strange that, after so many centuries, :Mrs. Browning should have
thought it necessary to use very much the same language as Plato
uses, when Schiller seemed to regret the extinction of the aneient
religions, with all their beauty. The closing stanzas of the "Dead
Pan" may help to throw light on the feelings of the philosopher

towards the poets:

" Truth is large: our aspiration
Scarce embraces half we be ;

Shame, to stand in this creation
And doubt truth's sufficiency;

To think God's song unexcelling
The poor tales of our own telling ,

When Pan is dead!

"0 brave poets, keep back nothing,
Nor mix falsehood with the whole;

Look up Godward; speak the truth in
·Worthy song from earnest soul:

Hold, in high poetic duty,
Truest truth the fairest beauty!

Pan, Pan, is dead."

This is remarkably like the regulations of the Republic. Poets
were only to tell what was noble and good of the gods; and of
heroes also; for these were held up as examples to which men were
to conform themselves. For it could not be conceived that the
gods should do evil; and, if they did, it ought not to be told. For
there is a difference here between the ancient and the modern rule;
absolute truth was not to be the poetic law, but the deviations
from truth were to be in the interest of the State. This, however,
is immaterial as bearing on the subject.
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Plato was not the first who had protested against Homer and

Hesiod j Xenophnnes had used equally strong language. And
Xenophanes recited his own philosophy in metre, so that he cannot

be said to have been altogether alien from those whom he condemns.
It must be admitted that the philosophers made out their case.
Homer had come to be regarded as an authority without appeal,
and the morality of Homer's Olympus would not do credit to the
abodes of men, much less to those of gods. His excuse is, that he
never meant to write theology or philosophy, though Horace tries
to make out that he did. He simply described his own times, or
those just before his own j and placed his heroes amidst the person
ified powers of nature, whose various enormities were, according to

some philologists, allegorical accounts of natural phenomena. And
the heroes themselves indulged in eruelty and also in lamentations;
that is, they had the manners of barbarous and simple times, when
there was no restraint on the feelings and passions. But Plato took
every thing in earnest j when Aristotle quotes poetry, he often
seems to be only half in earnest, but there is llOt so much humour

about his predecessor. And he certainly had in Socrates an instance
of the evil wrought by a bigoted belief in the fables of the poets.

There was, however, another grievance, with which we have no
sympathy whatever, though, to Plato and Greek philosophers in
general it was an all-important one. Poetry appealed to the feelings;
and one of the main elements in all pre-Christian systems is the
total suppression of the feelings. Reason was to be the only guide,

and poetry taught people to disregard it. Virtue consisted in the
sternest self-repression, whereas poetry sought to inspire pity, or
terror, or some other passion. Of course, with Plato's views, this
would have ruined the state; and suppression of obnoxious elements
was at that time thought the best remedy for the evils they might

do. So, with the deepest regret and regard for Homer and others,
Plato summarily expels them from the state. We find it. difficult
to enter into his feelings, accustomed as we areto regard all virtue

as consisting chiefly in the emotions, and by no meaus in the reason:

but to him the reason was the highest part of man's nature; and its
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unimpassioned exercise was the highest ideal to which man could
aspire.

Thus, side by side with this apparent opposition, there exists a
true appreciation of the poetic spirit and form. The very dread of
the influence of poetry, shews how great he felt that influence to
be. And he always names Homer with the deepest respect; so do
also all the philosophers'of that age. Metaphysicians and poets
have too much in common, not to act and re-act upon one another:
as Euripides was influenced by the Sophists, so no doubt Plato's
higher dreams were partially moulded by the enemy with which he
waged war. If poets had begun to deal, as they have since dealt,
with a wider range of subjects, and in a more enlightened spirit,
the objection to their matter would have vanished: if Plato had
known the true value of the emotions, and had witnessed the
failures of mere reason, he would have ceased to blame poetry for
appealing to the feelings, and would gladly have received the poet
as a partner with the philospher and kings.

G.H.

A DREAM.

f~WAS glorious noon, and o'er my head there hung
. ~ The bright-orbed sun, which all its glories flung

Upon the earth beneath, and as I gazed around
I marked the beauteous garb that o'er the ground
Bright summer spread and through the forests green,
And decked the meadows in their gayest sheen.
But hark! a cry strikes the attentive ear,
The sound of pressing throngs, whilst loud and clear
Along the gentle breeze there floats a cry,
" Behold he comes and crowned with victory,
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Napoleon comes-the mighty conqueror-he

Before whose dreaded gaze the nations bow the knee."
But scarce these words the echoes bore aloft,

E'er the scene changed; the breezes low and soft
Seemed soon to die away, and 'cross the darkened land
Swept a long blast, which with destructive hand
Tore from the trees their leafy boughs, and scattered far and wide
The summer flowers that lately decked the mountain side.
No longer now across that grassy mead
Was heard that happy shout, but in its stead
A dismal murmur ran. The flittering glare
Of blazing hamlets filled the smoky air,
Whilst ever and anon the cannons boomed;
And on the heights the dismal fortress loomed
Until at length it fell before the cursed foe,
And mighty was its fall. When la! I woke
'Twas but a dream, yet one which plainly spoke
Of once-great Gallia's fall.

T. N.

THE :MORAL ADVANTAGES OF CIVILIZATION.

~T is the fashion with a certain class of people to acknowledge
~ indeed that we surpass our ancestors in material advantages,
but to complain that morally we are far behind them. It is assumed
that there is something enervating in the growth of comforts, and
that we are so much occupied with matter, as not to take the neces
sary care to improve our minds. These positions seem however to be
fallacious: in fact, it would hardly be too much to say that mental
and moral civilization keep pace with the material. The railway is .
an improvement 011 the coach, though we have serious accidents
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occasionally; and, although several hundred persons never went
down together in an Athenian trireme, yet the ill-fated Captain was

lmrdly a retrogade step in naval architecture. Similarly, many

vices have probably been made easy, and some perhaps invented, by
modern genius: but the ancient world would not be unwise to

change with us, if it had the offer. There is much to blame in the
present English character; it is a little too often true that

" We throw out acclamations of self-thinking, self-adoring,

With it every mile run faster, 'as the wondrous, wondrous age!'
I.ittle thinking if we work our souls as nobly as our iron,

Or if angels will commend us at the goal of pilgrimage."

The fact being, that we find the world around us so agreeable

and think that it looks as if it must last for ever: and thus. our

very advantages are in some measure a snare. Still, all dO' not

take this view; and, if more evil is done in the present time, more
good is done, and more widely than ever it was before. 1\.nd even the
evil may not be destined to grow for ever. "Evil is wrought by want
of thought, as well as by want of heart." Now the want of thought.
is in a fair way of being cured, as forethought is now generally

looked on as a virtue, and we are ever threatened with a sari of

calculating mania,-a kind of perpetual Euclid. To say nothing of

systematic charity, it seems to be generally postulated that, nothing

ought to be done until the consequences are explored; and by the

time we are all utilitarians (absit omen,) we shall carry about pro

blems in our heads, and arithmetics in our pockets. The competitive
system will help; the one or two marks requisite to beat so and so,
will be a subject of the most anxious consideration. For we shall

soon be examined for everything; and then, of course, we shall
knowall about everything and never do harm without knowing it.

And the harm that is done by want of heart has its own remedy in

store. Moral ailments are to be treated as physical ailments are

now; that is, whenever the bodily conditions, on which mental

peculiarities depend, have been determined. We shall hardly live to

see the day; though Who knows 1 Many things have been introduced
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already in our lifetimes: only a month or two ago, we seemed to be

on the verge of a realization of the poet's dream of "airy navies
grappling in the central blue"; and, though there has been no very

great balloon-fight as yet, there may be one in the next war. Nay,
even in morals we ean see the new feelings growing up; those relics

of a barbarous age, the crueller kinds of hunting and shooting, are

threatened with extermination, and all field sports have lately
been denounced as immoral; a feeling which will grow, and
produce effects. Without any tendency to radicalism, without any

affection for poachers, is it possible to look forward without horror
to the repeal of the Game-Laws 1 It certainly appears that, before

any great reduction of the practice of shooting, Members of Parlia

ment and others have need of the new education system. For one
of this class asked piteously of his brethren, what they could
possibly do between breakfast and lunch if deprived of this source
of employment 1 He suggested indeed one alternative, namely,

Bmoking, but did not think it satisfactory. At that, it is hard to
wonder; possibly this strange mania for tobacco may follow other

epidemics into the land of oblivion. There are none who are bold

enough not to shudder at the prospect. But, seriously speaking,
was there ever a more lamentable confession of incompetence 1 A
man who has nothing to do but shoot, hunt, and smoke, must be a very

inferior kind of animal. It is indeed to be hoped that all sportsmen
will not admit such a charge against themselves. The most extreme

socialist never said a harder thing of the landlord class. Evidently
literary pursuits are unknown to some of them: art and poetry
must be mere names; foreign languages, and possibly their own,
might vanish,- except the sporting terms,-without their knowing
or caring anything about it. As for the presence in the world of any
other people to whom they have any duties, such an idea cannot have
occurred to them. But it is useless to waste more time in discover

ing these absurdities; -only it is a significant fact that this argument
was used in the House of Commons, and elicited no protest from

the class thus grossly libelled. From which it is safe to conclude

that the hunting spirit, tLough it may ncver perhaps quite die out,
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is on the wane j and that animals have happier days in store for
them. Who knows but that, when horses and hares find mercy,
men may begin to have more consideration for one another 1 Rome
was not built in a day j and all these improvements are a work of
time and labour; bnt, when once the time has been spent and the
labour finished, the fruits endure, and their goodness is manifest to
all men. Those who see in all these things the signs of moral as
well as material progress, would not fear, but rejoice

To pass with all our social ties
To silence from the paths of men,

And every hundred years to rise
And learn the world, and sleep again;

To sleep through terms of mighty wars,
And wake on science grown to more,

On secrets of the brain, the stars,
As wild as aught of fairy lore;

And all that else the years wiII shew ;
The poet forms of stronger hours,

The vast republics that may grow,
The federations and the powers;

Titanic forces taking birth
In divers seasons, divers dimes;

For we are ancients of the earth,
And in the morning of the times :-

True, this flower and quintessence of change is not for us j but the
eye of faith is not obscured by time, and knows what will be, though
our mortal eyes shall never see it.

G.H.
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FRANCE.

~RANCE, is thy glory uncared for, unheeded!
~ Must it sink slowly without sigh or groan,
Now is thy ardour most terribly needed,
Now is no time to be sad orto moan.

You see the laurels of praises and glory
Fading away in the gloom of the night,
The Republicans' banner though tattered and gory,
Rises aloft to our wondering sight.

Hail we that emblem of goodness unknown,
Of liberty, life, and of peace that's to come;
Now must the tyrant relinquish his throne,
Tinged by the gloom of his late-setting sun.

Must the lands of happy Alsace,
Or the fields of bright Lorraine,
Must thy youthful men of valour
Gall beneath the conqueror's chain?

See! thy glory now is faded,
Far beyond the power of sight;
France! thy childrens voices call thee,
Stir thee and arouse thy might.

A.B.c.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Dear Mr. Editor,
It may interest some of your readers, to become

more closely acquainted with a few of the celestial phenomena
visible at Sherborne during the ensuing month. On a clear night
Venus can be very favourably observed in the north-west sky, about
8 p.m., and is easily distinguishable by its extreme brightness.
Jupiter is also easy to find in the north-west sky, as he is the next
brightest planet to Venus in this month. Mars can be seen with
facility directly over the Abbey tower about 8.30 p.m. : Mars was
in Leo till April 29th, when it entered Virgo: it is peculiarly
interesting to us, as it is most like ourselves of all the other planets,
since it has almost the same length of day, and is surrounded by an
atmosphere similar to our own; while its ruddy appearance is said
to be due to the herbage, which, instead of being green as on our
earth, is red. On May 12th, a very interesting phenomenon may
be observed, viz. : the very near conjunction of Jupiter and Venus,
they being scarcely a moon's diameter apart.

Hoping this short letter has not taken up too much of your
valuable space,

I remain,
Yours sincerely,

OBSERVER.

'-
Dear Sir,

Every Public School, or nearly so, has a gymnasium,
and every fellow who goes to a Public School expects to see a
gymnasium. Now "Where is the School House gymnasium~" You
can see fellows in our Courts stooping with their heads nearly down
to their toes, just as if they were looking for a long lost sixpence,
because they have no chance to remedy the defect. Do fellows go
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to School to have only the intellect cultivated, and let the body
grow as best it cau ~ one would think so by the great (~) amount of
excercise we get here. There can be no excuse as to the expense,
for what fellows out of the great number of the School House
would not give something from his" little all."

Hoping to find this great draw-back soon remedied,
I remain,

Yours etc.,
BOMBASTES.

Dear Sir,
Now that the summer is coming on I do not at all

see why there should not be a Bicycle Club in Sherborne as there is
in many large Schools. I am sure many fellows who do not play at
cricket would willingly join and become members; they would then
be able to go out for long rides on half-holidays instead of moping
about the cricket field doing nothing.

Hoping that this letter may meet with a practical answer from
some of your readers,

I remain,
Yours etc.,

VELOCIPEDESTRIAN-ISTIOAL-ARIANOLOGIST.
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NOTE ON "BIRDS OF SHERBORNE."

The following may be added to the number of the "Birds of
Sherborne" which have already been described in the Shirburnian,
Nos. xx, xxi, xxii.

The Whinchat (Saxicola rubetra) is very like its relation the
Stonechat (Saxicola rubicola) in all its habits, though it may be
distinguished by the long white streak on the side of the face
enclosing the eye and ear-coverts, and making the head very different
from the black head and neck of the Stonechat. Its nest is made
of dry stalks and grass loosely united, and is to be found on the
ground at the bottom of a hedge or bush, and very commonly, as
the bird's name implies, among furze. The eggs are rather smaller
than the Stonechat's, of a clearer and more delicate blue, marked
by very delicate dots of a rusty brown, but sometimes like those of
the Wheatear, entirely unspotted.

The Yellow Willow Wren, or Woodwren (Sylvia silvicola) is very
often confounded with the Willow Wren (Sylvia trochilus) from
which it may be "at once distinguished by the broad streak over
the eye and ear-coverts ofa bright sulphur yellow, by the pure
green colour of the upper parts of the body, aud by the delicate
white of the belly." 'rwo eggs are in the Museum collection, taken
in the end of May, 1867, from a beautifully finished domed nest
built on the ground by a hedge-side in Lover's Grove. The nest
contained six eggs, the most common number, spotted very thickly
with. dark red and purple spots so as almost to cover the whole

surface.
The Lesser spotted WooilpeEker (Picus minor). This bird is

uncommon in this neighbourhood, or, as it is_very shy, is very .'
seldom noticed. It is much smaller than olJ:r common Green
Woodpecker (Picus viridis) and easily known by its strong-marked
bands of black and white on the back and wings. It chooses a
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small hole, or makes one, in a tree for its nest, and lays eggs of a
delicate white. A nest was found in June, 1869, in a hole in a
tree at Westhall, near Sherborne j one of the eggs, presented by
Mr. Goldsmith, is in the Museum collection.

SCHOOL NEWS.

We are happy to be able to announce a success at Cambridge.
H. Williams. has succeeded in obtaining a £60 Scholarship at

Magdalen College.
J. Kennedy, Esq., one of our Classical Masters, has been lately

elected a Fellow of King's College, Cambridge.
C. Whitehead, H. Whitehead, F. Edwards, and J. P. deWinton,

have been presented with their colours.
The Old Fellbws' match is fixed for Saturday and Monday the

8th and 10th of July. All who wish to play are requested to send
in their names to the Rev. H. P. Price, Long Street, Sherborne, as
soon as possible, for a list of the Eleven will be published in our
next number.

Owing to the unfavourable state of the weather there has been
little or no cricket as yet, so that we have no matches to chronicle:
while the out-matches are not yet fixed. The Eleven now stands
as follows:

W. H. Game (Capt.)
W. K. Weir
E. W. Wallington
C. S. Whitehead
H. Whitehead
F. Edwards
J. P. deWil1tol1
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THE RACES.

On March 29th and 30th, our Annual Athletic Sports .were held;
on the first day, the spectators did not muster in very large number,
perhaps oWlllg to the East wind which was blowing the whole day;
on the following day the weather was all that could be desired, and
we were very glad to see that it had the effect of attracting a large
assemblage to witness the day's performance. The ground was in
first-rate condition, neither too hard nor too soft for running, and
in every respect, as far as good order and management were con
cerned, every thing went off satisfactorily. We noticed that the
number of starters in the different events were considerably larger
than usual, which shows that the interest takeu in the Races by
the School in general is certainly not on the decline. We must not
forget to tender our best thanks to those who were so kind as to
present prizes for the several races, amongst whom we recognise a
majority of Old Fellows.

FIRST DAY.

THROWING THE CRICKET BALL, for all under 15.

The competition for this was good, though the length of the
throw is a great falling off after the distance that Eade threw last
year; Game won with his third throw.

1st, W. Game. 2nt!, P. T. Clarke. Distance, 64yds. 1ft. 2in.

HURDLE RACE of 300 yards, over 12 flights.
First Prize presented by F. Powys, Esq.

Williams went away with the lead, and was not caught during
the entire race; he took the hurdle~ in exceedingly good form,but
he might have had a little more pace between the flights; Jones
and Shettle both ran well for their places.

1st, H. WiIliams. 2nt!, D. Jones. 3rt!, J. H. Shcttle.
Time, HZ seconds.
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FLAT RACE of 300 yards, for all under 14.

This resulted in a dead-heat between Finch and Baugh, and con
sequently had to be run again. In the final, Finch won easily;
Baugh ran with pluck, but owing to an insufficiency of training, he
was unable to "put it on" in the last 50 yards.

1st, R. Finch. 2nd, H. Baugh. 'rime, 37 seconds.

BROAD JUMP.

There was not more than three inches between the jmp.ps of the
first three fellows, Andrew beating Jones by two inches, and Jones
beating Cockeram by one inch; no one else approached these thre~.

1st, H. W. Andrew. 2nd, D. Jones. Distance, 16ft. 7in,

FLAT RACE of 100 yards, for all under 15.

The most noticeable feature of this race is the great ease with
which Norman succeeded in winning it, beating Bodilly, who was
second by quite three yards; the rest were some way behind Bodilly.

1st, W. Norman. 2nd, G. Bodilly. Time, 13 seconds.

HURDLE RACE of 200 yards, over 8 flights, for all uuder 16.

Tanner and Cockeram had a good race for this an the way,
Tanner taking a slight lead from the beginning and increasing it
at the corner owing to his having drawn the inside place; Norris
was drawing up to them, but unfortunately came to grief over the
5th flight.

1st,E. Tanner. 2nd; J. Cockeram. Time, 32 seconds.

FLAT RACE HANDICAP of 400 yards.
First Prize presented by A. F._E. Forman, Esq.

Jones, by putting on a tremendous pace at the start, arrived at
the corner among the first, and shortly after took the lead, which
he maintained for the rest of the way; Williams ran in very good
form for 2nd place; Liddell highly deserved the third prize for the
very plucky manner in which he ran: there was a great rush at the
first corner, at which many fellows were quite thrown out\ of the

race.
1st, D. Jones. 2nd, H. Willinms. 3rd, H. Liddell.

Time, 50 seconds.
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HIGH JUMP for all under 15.

The height cleared was certainly nothing very great, but when

we remember that Lacey is only 4ft. 6in., and Bastard only 4ft. 2in.,
we must acknowledge that they both jump well for their size;
Lacey beat Bastard by one inch.

1st, H. Lacey. 2nd, H. Bastard. Height, 4ft. O!in.

FLAT RACE of 200 yards, for Preparatory School.

There was a large entry for this race, and the competitors kept
well together for the first 100 yards; at this point, Flooks drew
ahead and kept gradually increasing his lead until the end, winning
by about 5 yards; Tryon and Chandler had a fine race for second,
and the former eventually won by about a yard, the rest were close
behind.

lst, Flooks. 2nd, Tryon. 3rd, Chandler. Time, 31 seconds.

FLAT RACE of Half-a-Mile.
Previous winners to give 10 ylJlT'as.

Game was fined 10 yards, and being in too great a hurry to make
it up, destroyed his chance of winning; Addison led for the first
round but then retired; Edwards now came to the fore and began
to look like a winner, but Jones closed with him going up the hill
for the last time and went in front, winning by about 5 yards;
both the winners ran in exceedingly good style, though Jones was
decidedly less fatigued at the finish.

1st, D. Jones. 2nd, F. Edwards. Time, 2 minutes 31 seconds.

SECOND DAY.

HURDLE RACE of 200 yards, over 16 flights.

We must again congratulate Williams on winning the first prize,

he took: an early lead which no one was able to encroach upon;
Shettle and Jones had a close race for second honours, and Shettle
managed to win by a yard.

lst, H. Williams. 2nd, J. Shettle. Time, 33 seconds.
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THROWING THE CRICKET BALL.

This year Game seemed deterinined to redeem the reputation
which he had gained two years ago, but had somewhat tarnished
last year, he threw the greatest distance that has as yet been
thrown on our ground, though we hope at some future year to see
a further improvement; Cockeram and deWinton threw well for
llecond, the former winning by 6 yards.
ht, W. IL Game. 2nd, J. Cockeram. Distance, ltlyds. 2ft. lOin.

FLAT RACE of 440 yards, for .all under 16.

Eade jumped off with the lead, followed by Cockeram, the rest
running in a mass; this order was maintained until 50 yards from
the tape, where Cockeram shewed unmistakeable signs of fatigue,
and gave in; Norris challenged Eade and gradually left him
hehind, winning by about 2 yards: the time is very fair.

1st, H. K. Norris. 2nd, E. S. Eade. Time, 63 seconds.

HIGH JU:IlIP.

We may at length congratulate ourselves upon having reached
the 5 feet. Reader jumped in very pretty style but was unable to
get beyond 4ft. lOin., Jones got over 4ft. lliin., but knocked off
the bar at 5ft. with his arm; Benthall, having once got his legs
over, took care to keep the rest of his body clear. All the three
competitors deserve the highest praise, but next year we shall look
for still greater deeds.

1st, W. Benthall. 2nd, D. Jones. Height, 5 feet.

FLAT RACE of 100 yards.
First Prize presented by E. B. Hall, Esq.

Jones was unfortunately deprived of running in the final, for in
his heat, thinking that Pulling had given out, he slackened and
.allowed Pulling to pass him. Whitehead, Andrew, and Game, ran
neck and neck for 60 yards, here Whitehead drew away from
Andrew and Andrew from Game; when close to the tape, Andrew
jumped at it hoping to grasp it before Whitehead could, but unluckily
he fell, Game charged past him, and Whitehead won a fine race by
barely a yard.

1st, C. Whitehead. 2nd, W. H. Game. Time, lOl seCQnd~.
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FLAT RACE of Half-a-Mile, for all nnder 15.

Hughes at once took the lead and kept it until about 50 J'ards
from home; at this point, Norman, who had been saving himself
for the final struggle, put on an excellent spurt and came in the
winner by about 4 yards. H. Twynam also had a good spurt but
had kept himself too far behind, he was unable to catch Hughes,
who took the second prize, while Twynam obtained the third.

1st, W. Norman. 2nd, A. Hughes. 3rd, Ho Twynam.
Time, 2 minutes 48 seconds.

FLAT RACE of 200 yards, for all under 13.

Taylor lead the whole way and won by 6 yards, an equal distance
separated second and third: the time was exceedingly good.

1st, C. TaYlor. 2nd, T. King. Time, 26 seconds.

HURDLE RACE of 120 yards, over 12 flights.
First Prize presenteiZ -by W. GlMne, Esq.

This resulted in an exceedingly close race; Shettle and Williams
ran neck and neck until the last hurdle, here Shettle put forth all
his powers and managed to defeat Williams by one foot; a closer
race it would be impossible to imagine.

1st, J. Shettle. 2nd, H. Williams. Time, 22 seconds.

FLAT RACE of 200 yards, for" Old Shirbnrnians."
Prizes presented by Mrs. aniZ the Rev. H. D. Harpef.

Four started in this race, but Twynam and Hall quickly left the
other two behind j a fine race ensued, but Twynam, owing to his
better condition, drew ahead and won by two· yards, Hall was a
very good second; the time was exceedingly good.

1st, H. T. Twynam. 2nd, E. S. Hall. Time, 22 seconds.

FLAT RACE of One Mile.
First Prize presenteiZ by Rev. H. J. RawUnson.

Previous winners to give 30 yariZs.

Upon starting, Crawford took the lead and kept it for three
quarters of the distance. Game, who was fined 30 yards, benefitting
by his experience of the day before, took his time in making up the
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distance. When three quarters of the course had been accom

plished, Crawford retired; his place was at once filled by Edwards,
and no further change took place until Game took the lead';
about 120 yards from home, Jones passed Game, but going round
the last corner Game closed again with Jones, and a most exciting
race to the tape took place, Game winning by barely a yard;
Edwards ran very well for third place but was some way behind;
Broadmead and Beddoes were close behind Edward,.

1st, W. H. Game. 2nd, D. J ones. 3rd, F. Edwards.
Time, 4 minutes, 42 seconds.

CONSOLATION STAKES of 200 yards, for all under 15.

Won by Twynam with considerable ease, Peren ran well for his
place.

1st, G. Twynam. 2nd, B. Peren. Time, 26 seconds.

CONSOLATION STAKES of 200 yards.
FiJrst Prize presented, by the Rev. H. :T. Rctwlinson.

Peter led well for the fiPlt 100 yards, here Pulling came to the
fore and won easily; Whitehead ran very well for seconq place:
the time is very good.

1st, W. Pulling. 2nd, H. Whitehead. Time, 23 seconds.
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THE DEBATING CLUB.

COJfMITTEE.

A. J. deWINTON, President, \
J. TANNER, Vice.President,
C. S. WHITEHEAD, Secretary,

W. H. GAME,
H. WHITEHEA.D.

Noes.

*deWinton
*Crawford
*Game
*Wany
Peter
Cattley
Hancock

March 14th.-Proposed, J. Tanner... " That the terms of peace
imposed on France are too severe."

Ayes.
*J. Tanner
*C. Whitehead
*H. Whitehead

Venn
E. Tanner
Iremonger

March 21st.-Proposed, W. Warry... " That purchase in the Army
ought not to be abolished."

Ayes.

*Warry
*Hancock
*J. Tanner
*C. Whitehead
Venn
lremonger
Eastment

Noes.
*Crawford
*H. Whitehead
*deWinton
*Peter
Watkins

March 28th.-Proposed, W. Warry..." That a Democracy is the
best form of Government."

Ayes.
-*Wany
*Crawford
"H. Whitehead

Noes.

*J. Tannt.:r
*C. Whitehead
*Game
*Peter
Venn
Iremonger
Watson
Hancock
E. Tanner

An Asterisk isprefixed to the name of et'ery member u'ho spoke dgring the Debate.
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